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ABSTRACT. Prossure variation of the electric susceptibi^y of ois-l, 2-dichloroethy- 
lone in the vapour phase has been studied at a frequency of 923IMH,. It is found that the 
susceptibility varies linearly with pressure. Its value as computed from Van Vleck and Weiss- 
kopfs’ exi^ ression at a known pressure after neglecting the effect of is found to be equal
to the observed value. It is therefore concluded that the contribution of atomic and electronic 
polarisations is negligible.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The dielectric properties o f a medium can be represented by a complex 
dielectric constant e =  e'—je", where the imaginary part ii the dielectric loss 
factor. The real part e' is the dielectric constant and the quantity fe’ - 1) is known 
as electric susceptibility. The total electric susceptibility o f a substance depends 
upon the various kinds of polarisations in the molecule. The main contribution 
is due to the dipole moment of the molecule. Since the dipole moment of this 
molecule is known, an attempt has been made to determine the contribution of 
atomic and electronic polarisations.
E X P E R I M E N T A L
A microwave video spectrograph has been used for the experiment. The 
experimented set-up consists o f a klystron power supply, a 2K25 klystron, a fre­
quency meter, attenuators, tuners, a standing wave detector, a six feet long wave­
guide cell, a vacuum system which can create low pressure of the order o f 1/t H,, 
a sensitive detecting device and a pressure gauge.
Hershberger’s (1940) method has been used for the measurement of suscepti­
bility. One end o f the waveguide cell is fitted with a reflector thus producing 
stauiding waves in the system. The cell is completely evacuated and the position 
of minimum just outside the cell is located with the help of the standing wave 
detector. The vapour of cis-l, 2-diohloroethyleno is then introduced into the 
cell amd the shift in the position of minimum is noted carefully. The susceptibi­
lity is calculated with the help of expression
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whore AL is the shift in the position of minimum, L is the length of the waveguide 
cell, A is the free space wavelength of microwave and a is the larger dimension of 
the waveguide (jross-soction. The experiment is then repeated for different pres­
sures of the substance upto a pressure of 21 cm Hg which is the maximum attain­
able pressure for this substance at the room temperature i,e., 34®0.
R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N
Figure 1 shows the variation of measured value of S with pressure. It is 
found that the electric susceptibility varies linearly with pressure.
Tlie complete quantum mecjhanical expression for susceptibility has been 
derived by Bimbaum (1953) from Van Vleck and Weisskopfs’ (1945) theory and 
has been obtained in a simplified form by Krishnaji and Srivastava (1958). The 
expression is :
4nN (2)
where the first term is the contribution of the atomic and electronic polarisations, 
second term is due to transitions away from the region of observation and the 
last term is due to transitions in the region of measurement. /„  is the fraction of 
the molecules in the vibrational states concerned and fj^  is the fraction of the mole­
cules in the lower rotational state and for an asymotric molecule it is given by
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where B, C are the rotational constants. The values of rotational constants 
for this molecule are (Flygare and Howe, 1962)
A =  11518,3 Mc/sec,
B =  2545.1 Mc/sec
and
0 =  2082.6 Mo/seo.
For an as3onmetrio molecule
where xStj is the transition strength and /^ a.is the component o f the dipole moment. 
In this molecule the dipole moment is chiefly along the b principal inertial axis, 
therefore transitions involving are only important.
F{v, Pij) is the shape factor and is given by
F(v T*I.) — r _L Av*—v«(»— v«) 1
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It is found that in expression (2) the contribution of the term 2S 2  fvfjT \lH}\*
V T
X  ^ comparisoa to is negligible and when the third term was evaluated
for some of the lines whose ifrequencies are near to the frequency of measurement, 
it was further noted that tho contribution of the third term is also negligible. 
Thus in the present case expression (2) reduces to
. „  3p(P|f+P4) , 2a _ (5)
The value of dipole moment for this molecule is 1.9 dohyo. Tho value of 
the second terra in Eq. (5) has been evaluated for a presmiro of 21 ora Hg, N, 
which is the number of molecules per c.c., is given by
N =  9.68xlO«(p/T),
where p  is in nun and T is in degrees Kelvin, therefore N  =  9.68 x  10“  X 210/307 
— 6.521 X 10“ . Substituting this value of N  and other constants in the second 
term of relation (6) it is found that
inN
‘ikT =  2.36x10-®
Since tho observed value of susceptibility at a pressure of 21 cm Hg, as shown 
in figure 1, is also 2.36x10” *, the contribution of tho first term in relation (5) is
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Figure 1 * Variation of measured value of electric susooptibility of cis-1 , 2 dichloroethylene 
with pressure.
negligiblo. The experimental accuracy in the measurement of S is o f tho order 
of 5x10“ ®; therefore it is obvious that the contribution o f atomic and electronic 
polarisations is less than this value.
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